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QUESTIONNARE

The survey was conducted at the WKSF World Championship in Ireland, 24-26 May 2019 
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COUNTRIES OF QUESTIONARE

USA
7 athletes

Netherland
3 athletes

Ireland
2 athletesCanada 

2 athletes

Spain
1 athlete

Italy
2 athletes

Scotland
2 athletes

Singapore
1 athlete

England
1 athlete

Denmark
1 athlete

Sweden
1 athlete

Taiwan
1 athlete

France
1 athlete

Country Number of 

respondents

USA 7

Netherland 3

Ireland 2

Canada 2

Italy 2

Scotland 2

Spain 1

Singapore 1

England 1

Denmark 1

Sweden 1

Taiwan 1

France 1
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PARTICIPANTS
Male
35%

Female
65%

Respondents, n=26 

35-44
29%

45-54
35%

55-64
24%

65 +
12%

Female, n=17

40-49
89%

50-59
0%

60-69
0%

70-74
0%

75 +
11%

Male, n=9

AGE Number of respondents

35-44 5

45-54 6

55-64 4

65+ 3

AGE Number of respondents

40-49 8

50-59 0

60-69 0

70-74 0

75+ 1

FEMALE

MALE



Kettlebell sport experience. Rank achieved.

Experience Respondents, n

< 1 year 0

1-4 6

5-9 7

10-19 4

> 20 years 0

less 1 year
0%

1-4
35%

5-9
41%

10-19
24%

more 20 
years

0%

FEMALE MALE

Experience Respondents, n

< 1 year 0

1-4 5

5-9 3

10-19 1

> 20 years 0

less 1 year
0%

1-4
56%

5-9
33%

10-19
11%

more 20 
years
0%

Age Respondents, n

Rank 1 6

CMS 7

MS 3

MSIC 1

FEMALE

Age Respondents, n

Rank 1 4

CMS 2

MS 2

MSIC 1

MALE

Rank 1
35%

CMS
41%

MS
18%

MSIC
6%

Rank 1
45%

CMS
22%

MS
22%

MSIC
11%
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Female 35-44, n=5

MOTIVES AND NEEDS SCORE IN 

POINTS

IMPORTANCE

communication 3 average

learning 3 average

material goods 3 average

development of character and mental 

qualities 4 significant

physical development 4 significant

improvement of health and wellness 3 average

aesthetic pleasure and thrill 3 average

acquiring life skills and knowledge 3 average

approval need 3 average

increasing prestige and desire for fame 3 average

collectivist orientation 3 average

The specific motives of choosing kettlebell 

sport (92 questions):

22. Because it is a sport where you can train 

individually and independently of others

48. I think that I have good speed-strength 

skills and it is valuable for kettlebell sport

55. Because in kettlebell sport you can 

clearly see and measure your own progress

63. I think I am physically strong which is 

valuable for kettlebell sport

79. Started to lift kettlebell by chance

81.I believe that in kettlebell sport I can 

achieve significant results

VERY 

significant
5

significant

significant

significant

significant

significant
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Female 45-54, n=6

MOTIVES AND NEEDS SCORE IN 

POINTS

IMPORTANCE

communication 3 average

learning 3 average

material goods 3 average

development of character and mental 

qualities 3 average

physical development 3 average

improvement of health and wellness 2 not very significant

aesthetic pleasure and thrill 2 not very significant

acquiring life skills and knowledge 3 average

approval need 2 not very significant

increasing prestige and desire for fame 3 average

collectivist orientation 2 not very significant

The specific motives of choosing 

kettlebell sport (92 questions):

55.Because in kettlebell 

sport you can clearly see 

and measure your own 

progress

79. Started to lift 

kettlebell by chance

significant

significant
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Female 55-64, n=4

MOTIVES AND NEEDS SCORE IN 

POINTS

IMPORTANCE

communication 3 average

learning 3 average

material goods 3 average

development of character and mental qualities 4 significant

physical development 4 significant

improvement of health and wellness 3 average

aesthetic pleasure and thrill 3 average

acquiring life skills and knowledge 3 average

approval need 2 not very significant

increasing prestige and desire for fame 2 not very significant

collectivist orientation 3 average

The specific motives of choosing 

kettlebell sport (92 questions):

significant
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55.Because in kettlebell 

sport you can clearly see 

and measure your own 

progress

22. Because it is a sport 

where you can train 

individually and 

independently of others

79. Started to lift 

kettlebell by chance
significant

VERY 

significant
5



Female 65+, n=2

MOTIVES AND NEEDS SCORE IN 

POINTS

IMPORTANCE

communication 3 average

learning 3 average

material goods 3 average

development of character and mental qualities 4 significant

physical development 4 significant

improvement of health and wellness 3 average

aesthetic pleasure and thrill 3 average

acquiring life skills and knowledge 2 not very significant

approval need 2 not very significant

increasing prestige and desire for fame 2 not very significant

collectivist orientation 2 not very significant

The specific motives of choosing 

kettlebell sport (92 questions):

significant
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55.Because in kettlebell 

sport you can clearly see 

and measure your own 

progress

VERY 

significant
5

14.My physique is suitable 

for doing kettlebell sport



Male 40-49, n=8

MOTIVES AND NEEDS SCORE IN 

POINTS

IMPORTANCE

communication 4 significant

learning 3 average

material goods 3 average

development of character and mental 

qualities 4 significant

physical development 4 significant

improvement of health and wellness 3 average

aesthetic pleasure and thrill 4 significant

acquiring life skills and knowledge 3 average

approval need 3 average

increasing prestige and desire for fame 3 average

collectivist orientation 3 average

The specific motives of choosing kettlebell 

sport (92 questions):

55.Because in kettlebell sport 

you can clearly see and 

measure your own progress

63.I think I am physically 

strong which is valuable for 

kettlebell sport

significant

significant
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64. I think I have stamina 

which is valuable for 

kettlebell sport

significant

81.I believe that in 

kettlebell sport I can 

achieve significant results

significant



Male 75+, n=1

MOTIVES AND NEEDS SCORE IN 

POINTS

IMPORTANCE

communication 3 average

learning 3 average

material goods 3 average

development of character and mental 

qualities 4 significant

physical development 4 significant

improvement of health and wellness 3 average

aesthetic pleasure and thrill 3 average

acquiring life skills and knowledge 3 average

approval need 2 not very significant

increasing prestige and desire for fame 2 not very significant

collectivist orientation 3 average

The specific motives of choosing kettlebell 

sport (92 questions):

55.Because in kettlebell sport 

you can clearly see and 

measure your own progress

significant

significant
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64. I think I have stamina 

which is valuable for 

kettlebell sport
significant

81.I believe that in 

kettlebell sport I can 

achieve significant results
significant

22. Because it is a sport where 

you can train individually and 

independently of others



In summary, MOTIVES AND NEEDS 12

MOTIVES AND NEEDS

‘Significant’ for BOTH gender

development of character and mental qualities development of character and mental qualities

physical development physical development

‘Not very Significant’ for BOTH gender

increasing prestige and desire for fame increasing prestige and desire for fame

approval need approval need

‘Not very Significant’ for FEMALE ‘Significant’ for MALE

communication collectivist orientation

aesthetic pleasure and thrill aesthetic pleasure and thrill



In summary, THE SPECIFIC MOTIVES 13

The specific motives of choosing kettlebell sport

‘Significant’ for BOTH gender
22. Because it is a sport where you can train 

individually and independently of others

22. Because it is a sport where you can train 

individually and independently of others

55.Because in kettlebell sport you can clearly see and 

measure your own progress

55.Because in kettlebell sport you can clearly see and 

measure your own progress

63.I think I am physically strong which is valuable for 

kettlebell sport

14.My physique is suitable for doing kettlebell sport

‘Significant’ for FEMALE ‘Significant’ for MALE
81.I believe that in kettlebell sport I can achieve 

significant results 79. Started to lift kettlebell by chance



Thank you for your attention!

Svetlana Daniliuk

The member of WKSF scientific committee   


